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Air CareSolutions

Care for Work Environments®

• Powerful odor neutralizer and scenting system

• Cold air diffusion technology provides continuous fragrancing

• Treats medium-sized spaces roughly 6,000 to 15,000 cubic feet
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6-15

PACKAGING

128630 Fragrance Cube 6-15 EA1
128659 Cube 6-15 Abscent 850ML CS2
128653 Cube 6-15 Citrus Green Tea 850ML CS2
128651 Cube 6-15 Coastal Dreams 850ML CS2
128661 Cube 6-15 Midnight Woods 850ML CS2
128665 Cube 6-15 Natural Retreat 850ML CS2
128655 Cube 6-15 Paradise Breeze 850ML CS2
128657 Cube 6-15 Pure Meadow 850ML CS2
128663 Cube 6-15 Water Lily 850ML CS2
129181 Cube 6-15 Mystic Nights 850ML CS2

ADVANCED AND EFFECTIVE SYSTEM
State’s Fragrance Cube™ 6-15 is the ideal solution to treat indoor, 
medium-sized spaces ranging from 6,000 to 15,000 cubic feet. Common 
areas will smell fresh and inviting, providing the best experience and 
first impression for guests, customers and residents. The Fragrance Cube 
6-15 produces a scented, dry vapor via compressed air and agitation 
mechanisms to neutralize malodors at the source. The sleek, compact 
design allows you to place it anywhere within your facility seamlessly 
without disturbing the existing environment. Whether you’re looking to 
eliminate malodors or create a comfortable atmosphere with scenting 
solutions, State has you covered. 

AROUND-THE-CLOCK PROTECTION
This  innovative system utilizes cold  air diffusion  technology  to  emit 
an invisible,  dry  vapor,  allowing  fragrances  to  naturally  carry  and 
bloom throughout the area. Unlike wax, gel and aerosol formulations, 
the Fragrance Cube 6-15 consistently dispenses product, working on an 
interval basis, to provide around-the-clock protection. There is generally 
no decline in fragrance strength during the life of the refill product, so 
your areas never go unscented or risk accumulating harsh odors again. 

TWO-IN-ONE NEUTRALIZER AND SCENTING SOLUTION 
Combined  with the power  of the SE-500®, the patented odor  eliminating 
technology, and  our  nontoxic and IFRA-compliant fragrances,  the 
Fragrance  Cube  6-15 is a powerful two-in-one solution. All in one step, 
the Fragrance Cube 6-15 neutralizes offensive odors and leaves behind 
a pleasant fragrance in their wake instead of simply masking malodors.

COMMON APPLICATIONS
The Fragrance Cube 6-15 is suitable to treat medium-sized spaces, 
ranging from 6,000 to 15,000 cubic feet, such as:
• Hallways   • Locker rooms
• Restrooms   • Gyms
• Athletic and game rooms  • Lobbies
• Entry ways

COMPLETE PROGRAM INCLUDED
From start to finish, State is here to help. The Fragrance Cube 6-15 is 
available on a complete program basis, meaning local Account Managers 
take care of the maintenance and service on the system. With routine 
visits from your local Account Manager, your Fragrance Cube 6-15 will 
never fail to treat your desired area. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. After installation, open the door to the Fragrance Cube 6-15 by the 

key provided. 
2. Remove the fragrance bottle and diffuser head from the unit.
3. Unscrew the diffuser head from the old fragrance bottle and replace 

with a refill. 
4. Secure the diffuser head tightly to the refill. 
5. Push the fragrance refill and diffuser head back inside the Fragrance 

Cube 6-15.
6. Screw the directional diffuser into the diffuser head to lock the bottle 

into place.
7. Lock the dispenser. 
8. Repeat every other month when fragrance canister runs out of 

product. 

INSTALLATION
After a thorough survey of your facility has taken place to determine the 
optimal placement of your system, your local State Account Manager 
will securely and safely install your Fragrance Cube 6-15.

DISPENSERS
Your local Account Manager will program your Fragrance Cube 6-15 
to fit your facility’s unique fragrancing needs, guaranteeing you get 
the most out of your program. The durable packaging of the Fragrance 
Cube 6-15 will ensure this dispenser can keep up with your facility’s 
environment. Secured with a keylock, you’ll never have to worry about 
misplaced refills, tampering or broken equipment. 

FRAGRANCE REFILLS
State takes the guesswork out of your fragrance refills by automatically 
billing and shipping product to your doorstep when the fragrance runs 
out. With an average run-life of 60 days, your Account Manager will 
routinely visit your facility to change and replace these refills for you. 
 
SERVICE
With State, the support doesn’t stop at installation. To ensure your 
facility is receiving the best experience possible with our program, we’ll 
provide additional service as required on our systems.

TECHNICAL DATA      
FRAGRANCES: *Abscent, *Citrus Green Tea, Paradise Breeze, Pure 
Meadow, *Natural Retreat, *Water Lily, Midnight Woods, *Coastal 
Dreams and Mystic Nights
SIZE: 295 x 222 x 112.5 mm      
BOTTLE VOLUME: 850 mL      
WEIGHT: 2.1kg       
COVERAGE: 6,000 – 15,000 cubic ft     
POWER: 6W       
VOLTAGE: DC12V

*No Known Allergens


